**Juvenile Book List**

**A Cheetah Named Angel**, Cathryn Hilker, a Cincinnati Zoo book, 1992

**Big Cats**, Zoo Books, Wildlife Education, San Diego, CA


**Cat**, Juliet Clutton-Brock, Knopf, 1991

**Find Me A Tiger**, Lynley Dodd, Gareth Steven’s Children’s Books, 1992

**Lions and Tigers**, Lionel Bender, Gloucester Press, 1988

**Lion Prides and Tiger Tracks**, Don Torgersen, Children’s Press, 1981

**Little Cats**, Zoo Books, Wildlife Education, San Diego, CA

**Little Cats**, Herbert Zim, Morrow, 1978

**Serengeti Cats**, Alice Schick, Lippencott, 1977

**Small Cats**, Markus Kappeler, Gareth Stevens, 1992

**Snow Queen**, (about a snow leopard), H. Sherpa, Snow Leopard Conservancy


**The Cheetah**, Randall Eaton, Dodd, Mead, 1981

**The Orphan Calf and The Magical Cheetah**, cheetah poems, essays and illustrations by the children of Namibia, New Namibia Books, 1996

**The Rat and The Tiger**, Keiko Kasza, Putnam’s Sons, 1993


**The Wild Cats**, Jerolyn Nentl, Crestwood House, 1984
**Tiger**, Judy Allen, Candlewick Press, 1992


**Tigress**, Helen Cowcher, Farrar, 1991

**Young Lions**, Toshi Yoshida, Philomel Books, 1982

**Your Cat’s Wild Cousins**, Hope Ryden, Lodestar Books, 1991

**When Lion Could Fly and Other Tales From Africa**, told by Nick Greaves, Barrons Educational Series, 1993